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The information in this guide is not intended or implied to be a substitute for
professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. All content, including text,
graphics, images and information, contained on or available through this
guide or through sensory explorers, llc is for general information purposes only. 

 You are encouraged to confirm any information obtained from or through this
website with other sources, and review all information regarding any
psychological or medical condition or treatment with your physician. 

This document may include information and educational discussions
concerning child development and caregiver training related to development,
health, nutrition, and fitness.

 These educational documents are not intended to serve as medical advice
and cannot be used as a substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis,
or treatment that can only be provided by a physician or approved health care
professional. 

The instructor/author IS NOT providing medical services or occupational
therapy services. 

By viewing this document you agree to the aforementioned disclaimer and our
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy which can be found at
www.sensoryexplorers.com.  We may use your information to send you emails
and promotions for this website and future services that we provide. You can
unsubscribe at any time. 

NEVER DISREGARD PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ADVICE OR DELAY SEEKING
MEDICAL TREATMENT BECAUSE OF SOMETHING YOU HAVE READ ON OR
ACCESSED THROUGH THIS GUIDE, AFFILIATED SOCIAL MEDIA OR WEBSITE.
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All rights reserved.

No Part of this document can be reprinted, copied, or
shared without the permission of 

Sarah Selznick of Sensory Explorers, LLC

You may not distribute this to others via print or
electronically or by any other means.  This document is for

the sole use of the original downloader.
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Moving through the activities in our day and participating

in different routines are life skills that make it possible for

us to safely participate in meaningful tasks and fulfill

basic hygiene and self-care.  

While transitions are part of our day - everyday - it can be

hard for kids to smoothly move along because they are

only just developing the skills they need to make

transitions.  Skills like planning, anticipating, self-

regulation, and patience are things that children learn

over time.  

Our job as caring adults is to: 

1) make sure our kids are safe; 2) meet emotional needs

(seen, heard, loved); and 3) gently teach and model the

skills kids need to learn how to transition and self-

regulate.

This guide will give you 4 ways to help your little one

transition through activities with greater ease and help

you anticipate a tricky transition so you can catch it

before it becomes a meltdown. 

WHY ARE TRANSITIONS  
IMPORTANT?
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Transitions are those parts of the day when
something changes.  Most of the time when we
think about transitions we think about activity
changes.  Leaving the park to go home, ending
free-play to start lunch, turning off the TV,
leaving for daycare, or going to sleep are all
transitions.  

As an occupational therapist who specializes in
child development and sensory processing,
I also consider changes in sensation,
environment, and emotion to be transition
times as well. 

WHAT ARE
TRANSITIONS?

"Transitions are those"Transitions are those
parts of the day whenparts of the day when
something changes"something changes"
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GET IN THE 
 S.P.O.T

O: OBSERVE/OBJECTIVE

T: TELL 

S: SELF-REGULATE

P:  PLAN/PREPARE

transitiontransition
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GET IN THE 
 S.P.O.T

S: SELF-REGULATE

transitiontransition

Your own self-regulation is the major key to managing tricky transitions

and meltdowns. Adults need to be self-regulated and calm in order to

guide and teach.  You’ve probably heard the expression “you can’t give

from an empty cup” and it’s SO TRUE.  You need to make sure your

needs are met, your mental health is attended to, and you know your

own triggers.  This may require you to lean on your parenting partner,

shift your expectations, incorporate meditation or exercise into your

daily routine, or seek outside help from a therapist or doctor.  Before

tackling a challenging situation with your kiddo, ask yourself: “Am I calm?

Am I regulated?  Am I ready to be understanding?”.  Sometimes even a

moment of self-reflection and self-preparation can be enough to get you

into a regulated state.

"Ask yourself: am I calm? am i
regulated? am i ready to be

understanding?"
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GET IN THE 
 S.P.O.T

P:  PLAN/PREPARE

transitiontransition

Speaking of preparation, that’s what P is for – PLAN &

PREPARE!  If you have identified a tricky spot (or spots) in your

kiddo’s routine make a plan and prepare for the transition.  

A plan may look like making a picture schedule for your child,

giving them a few gentle reminders about the activity ending,

or singing a song to ease a non-preferred task (like tooth

brushing or diaper changes). 

 A plan may also look like the adults speaking to each other

the night before to decide who takes on what duties (“you

clean up lunch, I will do the diaper change”), waking up earlier

so you can tend to your own needs before your little one

wakes, or packing a bag the night before so you have less to

focus on during a transition time.

You may need to make a plan for your
child..... and yourself
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GET IN THE 
 S.P.O.T

O: OBSERVE &  
     OBJECTIVE LANGUAGE

transitiontransition

Ok, so you are regulated, you have prepared a plan, and you’re

ready to transition – now what?  

Use objective language to help your child through the tricky

moment and observe your child (while keeping them safe) so you

can tune into their needs and what they are experiencing.

.  

This will help you understand exactly what is challenging for them

and will help you respond to what is happening rather than what

you want to happen.  Seeing and hearing your child through

observation and objective language will help your child feel

understood in a moment of challenge. Showing up, being calm,

keeping safety, and observing can be anchors for a child during a

difficult moment.

"showing up, being calm, keeping safety,
and observing can be anchors for a
child during a difficult moment"
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GET IN THE 
 S.P.O.T

transitiontransition

Tell your child what’s going to happen next by using sensory rich

language.  Turn “put your blocks away it’s time for lunch” to “block

time is over in 5 minutes – then we are having warm-gooey grilled

cheese with yellow cheese and juicy orange clementine wedges

on your blue tiger plate”.  

The more you can describe what the next activity will feel like,

smell like, look like, and/or taste like,  the easier it will be for your

child to create a picture of what will happen next.  The clearer the

picture, the easier it will be for your child to understand what’s

happening and successfully transition to the next activity.

T: TELL 

"Use sensory rich language to tell your
child what's going to happen next"
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Try these tips for the tricky transitions in your life. 

Reach out if you have any questions and let

me know how it goes!  

Need more help with transitions?  Get on the

waitlist for my online transitions course – coming

soon!

I want more!
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